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Course Summary 

 
 
Description 
 
Implementing Mobile Experiences with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript teaches existing web developers and web 
designers how to create iOS, Android, and BlackBerry apps using open web standards instead of non-native 
languages and techniques. The course assumes students are familiar with and have created solutions using 
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. 
 
Objectives 
At the end of this course, students will be able to: 
 

 Identify capabilities and constraints associated with using open web-standards to create a web 
application 

 Identify and understand limitations of a non-native app 

 Identify and use the HTML5 tags relevant to mobile apps 

 Identify and use the CSS3 styles and constraints relevant to mobile apps 

 Identify and use JavaScript and JavaScript APIs relevant to mobile apps 

 Design a mobile application using HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript 

 Implement interactivity through JavaScript 

 Identify and use JavaScript APIs for each device’s OS 
 
Topics 
 

 Working with HTML 5 and CSS3 

 Interactivity with JavaScript 

 Advanced JavaScript 

 Preparing App for Deployment 
 
Audience 
 
This course is designed for existing web developers and application developers needing to design and build non-
native mobile applications. 
 
Prerequisites 
 
The course assumes students are familiar with and have created solutions using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. 
 
Duration 
 
Four days 
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Course Outline 

 
 
 

I. Working with HTML 5 and CSS3 
A. General state of HTML5 adoption within devices 
B. Specific HTML5 support within devices 
C. Exploring HTML5 capabilities specific to mobile web apps 
D. Integrating rich media through HTML5 
E. General interface styling with CSS3 
F. Creating an iOS looking app using CSS3 
G. Creating an Android looking app using CSS3 
H. Deliver a device-specific UI 

 
II. Interactivity with JavaScript 

A. General review of JavaScript concepts 
B. A mobile “view” of JavaScript functions and capabilities 
C. Integrating dynamic interactions with JavaScript and AJAX 
D. Using client-side storage (HTML5 database support) 2.5. Going offline 

 
III. Advanced JavaScript 

A. Controlling your phone with JavaScript 
B. Beeps, Vibrations, Alerts 
C. Accelerometer 
D. Geo-location 
E. OS specific JS APIs 

 
IV. Preparing App for Deployment 

A. Testing across OS and browser 
B. Deploying app to a web server 
C. Deploying your app to an application marketplace 


